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Abstract

Chirped wavelets are utilized to detect dispersed signals in the joint time/scale domain. Specifically, pulses that become dispersed by transmission through the ionosphere and are received by satellites as nonlinear chirps are investigated. Since the dispersion greatly lowers the signal-to-noise ratios, it is difficult to isolate the signals in the time domain. Satellite data are examined with discrete wavelet expansions. Detection is accomplished via a template matching threshold scheme. Quantitative experimental results demonstrate that the chirped wavelet detection scheme is successful in detecting the transionospheric pulses at very low signal-to-noise ratios.

1 Introduction

Time/frequency methods can be useful tools for detecting signals that cannot be easily isolated in either time or frequency. Our interest lies primarily with the satellite-based detection of impulse signals, which are dispersed as they travel through the ionosphere, and appear as nonlinear chirps at the receiver [1]. The received pulses typically have very low signal-to-noise ratios, which make them difficult to detect in the time or frequency domain. While the nonlinear chirps are apparent in the joint time/frequency domain, the computational complexity of traditional time/frequency methods renders them impractical for real-time applications, where typical sampling rates are 150MHz [2]. However, wavelet procedures are superior to traditional time/frequency methods in terms of computational efficiency. Because of the chirp present in the received signals, we examine the use of chirped wavelets [3, 4] in their detection.

Section 2 employs chirped wavelets in the discrete wavelet transform, applied to actual time series recorded by the US Department of Energy’s ALEXIS/BLACKBEARD satellite. In section 3, the wavelet transform is enlisted in a template matching scheme to detect the recorded transionospheric signals. Experimental probability of detection and false alarm are used as performance measures. Finally, summary and conclusions are presented.

2 Discrete Wavelet Expansion with Chirped Wavelets

Figure (1) shows a weak signal recorded by a DOE radio science experiment aboard the ALEXIS/BLACKBEARD satellite, with a sampling rate of 150MHz. The signal was produced using the Los Alamos portable pulser (LAPP), and was dispersed by the ionosphere so that it was received as a descending frequency nonlinear chirp. Due to noise and carrier interference, it is impossible to distinguish the LAPP chirp signal in the time series (the peak power of the signal is approximately 1/20 that of the interference). The Fast Fourier Transform (Figure (2)) is not better. The large contribution at the top of the spectrum is not the LAPP, but interfering signals. However, in a time/frequency plot, such as the spectrogram of Figure (3), the weak LAPP signal is apparent as a nonlinear function. The displayed spectrogram has several thousand coefficients, and the LAPP signal is faint.

Discrete wavelet transforms were performed on the LAPP data. The analysis wavelets were produced using the general formula

\[ \cos(na^p). \]  

(1)

The acceleration rate, \( p \), and the parameter \( a \) were varied in order to produce an ensemble of 45 wavelets, with \( f_h/f_l \) (the ratio of the highest frequency present in \( w \) to the lowest) ranging between 1 and several hundred. The time series was windowed with a Gaussian/Malvar combination window.

Discrete wavelet expansions of the LAPP signal from Figure (1) were performed using a dyadic decomposition. An example of the resulting scalograms is displayed in Figure (4). Seven scale levels are shown in the figure. The LAPP signal can be witnessed as a descending diagonal pattern in the figure. The noise in the highest scale is caused by the large ensemble in the FM band that can be seen at the high end of the spectrum in Figure (2).

The amount of chirp \( f_h/f_l \) used in the wavelet has a direct correspondence to which area of the expansion is accentuated. A wavelet with \( f_h/f_l = 2 \) will stress the area of the scalogram where the time interval of the LAPP signal has \( f_h/f_l \approx 2 \), near the end of the pulse. A ratio of \( f_h/f_l = 10 \) will accent an area of the scalogram closer to \( t = 0 \). In the non-chirp case \( f_h/f_l = 1 \), the LAPP pulse is still apparent,
but very weak in the spectrogram, since theoretically there are no time subintervals in the LAPP where there is constant frequency. Interestingly, at large values of $f_h/f_i$, we do not witness a marked decrease in performance, since the wavelets provide coverage of the LAPP signal at each level.

The wavelet transform employed here uses seven scale levels, resulting in a transform with $\approx 10\%$ of the number of coefficients in the spectrogram of Figure (3). The number of scale levels required to capture the LAPP pulse can be further reduced by applying high values of $f_h/f_i$. In addition, the dyadic scaling linearizes the chirp. Thus, an appropriate template match to the LAPP signal is based on a straight line, as illustrated in the next section.

3 Detection Results

In order to detect the LAPP signals, we employed a template match based thresholding scheme. The detection algorithm proceeds as follows. In the pre-processing, a time/frequency template was constructed for the wavelet expansion, in the form of a straight line. Twenty five slopes were used, resulting in 25 total templates. For each slope value, eight different lags were selected, allowing the LAPP to be located at different points in the time interval. To normalize each line, its value was set equal to one, and the coefficients on either side of the line were weighted to form a triangular tunnel in three dimensional space. In the on-line processing, an inner product was formed between each resulting template and the absolute value of the scalogram. Next, the maximum of all the inner products was selected, and compared against a threshold in order to detect the LAPP signal.

The algorithm was tested on four different sets of LAPP signals, and also a data set containing noise and carriers but no LAPP signal. Forty five different values of $f_h/f_i$ were used, varying from 1 to approximately 400. Only one false alarm was witnessed, $f_h/f_i = 5.5$, which barely exceeded the threshold. The scheme performed the best at high values of $f_h/f_i$, with perfect detection at rates greater than 16. At lower values, the wavelet expansion will enhance isolated regions of the LAPP (as described in the previous section) resulting in “hit or miss” behavior of the detector. Thus, the worst detection levels are for values of $f_h/f_i < 5$. Detection results are displayed in Table (1).

4 Summary

In this work, we have employed a discrete chirped wavelet transform and detection methods to find impulsive signals dispersed by the ionosphere in satellite data. Time/frequency methods were enlisted due to the difficulty detecting the signals in either domain. Actual data recorded by the US Department of Energy’s ALEXIS/BLACKBEARD satellite were examined.

This work demonstrates that chirped wavelets, when combined with an appropriate template matching threshold detection scheme, can be utilized to detect nonlinear transionospheric signals under very low signal-to-noise ratios. Large rates of chirp showed superior detection properties, with perfect detection achieved for mother wavelets of $f_h/f_i > 16$. More detailed results will be presented in the full paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_h/f_i$</th>
<th>&gt;16</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>&lt;5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>percent detection</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Detection algorithm results for various values of $f_h/f_i$.
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Figure 1: LAPP data signal, time series.

Figure 2: FFT of LAPP signal.

Figure 3: Spectrogram of LAPP data signal.

Figure 4: Wavelet Expansion of LAPP signal, $f_h/f_l = 15$. 